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Gamification Defined 
•  The use of game mechanics, dynamics, and frameworks to promote desired behaviors1 

•  Uses elements of game design in non-game context 2 

•  The delivery of content for a purpose other than pure entertainment-using game based thinking 
and mechanics3 

•  The use of game mechanics and experience design to digitally engage and motivate people to 
achieve their goals4 

  

 
 

1. Lee, J.J., & Hammer, J. (2011) Gamification in education: what, how, why bother? Academic Exchange Quarterly, 15(2), 146  
2 Deterding, S. (2012) Gamification Designing for Motivation. Interaction, 19(4) 14-17 
3 Kapp, K.M. (2013, March 25) .Two Types of Gamification. Retrieved from  http://karlkapp.com/two-types-of-gamification/ 
4 Burke, B. (2014, April) Gartner Redefines Gamification. Retrieved from http://blogs.gartner.com/brian_burke/2014/04/04/gartner-redefines-gamification/ 



Content Gamification 

This is the application of game 
elements and game thinking to alter 
content to make it more game-like.  

•  Challenge 
 

•  Mission 
 

•  Story and Characters 
 

Structural Gamification 

Use of  of game-elements to propel a 
learner through content with no 
alteration or changes to the content 
itself.  

The content does not become game-
like, only the structure around the 
content.  

•  Points 

•   Badges 

•   Achievements and levels.5  

 

 

 

 

Two types of  Gamification  

5 Kapp, K.M. (2013, March 25, 2013) Two Types of Gamification. Retrieved from  http://karlkapp.com/two-types-of-gamification 

 



Gamification 

History & Overview 

•  1980’s-Learning Game 
 

•  1990-Mass Market   
 

•  2000-Simulation 
 

•  2009 - Mainstream to Education 

 

 

Friedman, J., (2013, September). From Plain Old Games to Gamification: A history of Making Education Fun. Retrieved from http://www.skilledup.com/
insights/an-annotated-opinionated-history-of-gamification-in-education  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Just for Fun 

Gamification market worth $5.5 billion by 2018. (2013, Dec 20). M2 Presswire Retrieved from http://search.proquest.com/docview/1469595341?accountid=12793 

 
 



Benefits  
•  Increases student motivation6 

 

•  Provides experiential learning and  
immediate feedback7 
 

•  Students learn new forms of discourse  
through gamified lesson interactions8 

 
 
 
6 Andriotis, N. (2014, May 7). TalentLMS Gamification Survey Results. [Web log]. Retrieved from http://www.talentlms.com/blog/gamification-survey-results/ 
7 Trybus, J. (n.d.). Game-Based Learning: What it is, Why it Works, and Where it's Going. [Web log]. Retrieved from
 http://www.newmedia.org/game-based-learning--what-it-is-why-it-works-and-where-its-going.html 
8 Lacasa, P., Martínez, R., & Méndez, L. (2008). Developing new literacies using commercial videogames as educational tools. Linguistics & Education, 19(2), 
85-106. doi:10.1016/j.linged.2008.02.001 
 

 

 



Benefits 
•  Increases students’ cognitive growth and  

stimulation9 

 
 

•  Teacher has the ability to differentiate 
lessons10  

 
 

 
 
 

9 Ya-Ting, C.Y. (2012). ‘Building virtual cities, inspiring intelligent citizens: digital games for developing students’ problem solving and learning motivation’, 
Computers and Education, 17. 
10 Doraiswamy, P. M., Agronin, M. (2009). Brain games: do they really work? http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=brain-games-do-they-really 
   Deese, A. (2014), January 8). Five Benefits of Gamification. Smithsonian Science Education Center. [Web log]. Retrieved from 
http://www.ssec.si.edu/blog/gamification#.VhCiXun5SZq 
 

 



Limitations 
•  Scarcity of empirical research about the 

effectiveness of gamification 
in learning environments.11 
 

•  Varied learner responses based on  
motivation orientation.12 

 

•  Extrinsic motivators of the game-like  
design may successfully modify student  
behavior but this motivation is not  
sustainable after the reward is gone.12  

11 Dicheva, D., Dichev, C., Agre, G., Angelova, G. (2015) Gamification in Education: A Systematic Mapping Study. Journal of Educational Technology & Society, 
18(3), 75-88. 
12  Hakulinen, L. & Auvinen, T. (2014). The Effect of Gamification on Students with Different Achievement Goal Orientations in Teaching 
  and Learning in Computing and Engineering (LaTiCE), 2014 International Conference on, vol., no., pp.9-16, 11-13 
 
 

 



Limitations 
•  The type of instructional framework and technology 

infrastructure that exists in many schools  
does not adequately support gamification.  
 

•  Teacher has less control over the  
learning process. 13  

 
•  Level of teacher training in game  

design and game mechanics is often limited.14 

 
13 Huang, W. H. Y., & Soman, D. (2013). Gamification of Education. Research Report Series: Behavioural Economics in Action. 
14 Pill, S. (2014). Game play: What does it mean for pedagogy to think like a game developer? Journal of Physical Education, Recreation & Dance, 85(1), 9-15. 
Retrieved from http://search.proquest.com/docview/1497401314?accountid=12793 
 
 
  

 
 

 



Ethical Considerations 
●  Limited research exists in the area of ethics and  

gamification 

●  When gamification is used  
as a part of a business or educational model,  
the code of business ethics, laws and policies  
governing the organization should also apply. 

 

"If you use the power of 

games to give people an 

opportunity to do something 

they want to do, then you're 

doing good. If you're using 

the power of games to get 

people to do something you 

want them to do, then you're 

doing evil." 

— Jane McGonigal 
 



Applications of Gamification 
•  Engagement is critical in Business and Education 

•  Education is plague with striking dropout rates  

•  Approximately 7% (3.85 million) students will dropout of school in 201315 

•  56% of College students graduate in six years16 

•  Among other things, student engagement can promote achievement and 
prevent dropout rate17 

15 Sources: https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=16 Page Fast Fact - Drop out 
16 Sources: http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/27/us-attn-andrea-education-dropouts-idUSBRE82Q0Y120120327 “Why college students stop short of degree” 
17 Sources: http://www.education.com/reference/article/Ref_Using_Positive/ “Using Positive Engagement to Increase Student Achievement” 



Gamification in Business 
Subway – Punch Cards LinkedIn – Progress Bar and Ranking 

Coca Cola Gamify’s | Builds Loyalty | Gets Data 



Increasing Students Engagement 
•  Awarding students with badges in Khan Academy 

•  Students watch instructional videos and complete problems 
•  Students earn points and badges which track progress and facilitate perseverance 

 
 

•  Use video games to introduce new concepts and add dynamics 
•  3rd Grade Teacher, Mr. Pai, disrupted his classroom by introducing the Nintendo DS4 
•  His students practiced Math and English using the games   
•  In eight weeks, Mr. Pai’s students went from a low 3rd grade reader level to a mid 4th grade18 

 

18 Sources: http://blog.tophat.com/4-ways-to-gamify-learning-in-your-classroom/ “Four Ways to Bring Gamification to Your Classroom” 



Increasing Students Achievement 
•  SimCityEdu used to improve teaching and assessment 

•  This is the education version of the popular virtual reality game, SimCity 
•  The game uses virtual reality, mission and alignment to standards like the common core 
•  The game is being used to teach new concepts and assess students 
•  The game also collect student behavior and data, all accessible to teachers 
•  Denise Cruz, beta testing teaching in Orlando, Fl, stated that the SimCityEdu allows her to see what 

her students are clicking and why, which allows her to ask better questions.19 

19 Sources: http://blog.tophat.com/4-ways-to-gamify-learning-in-your-classroom/ “Four Ways to Bring Gamification to Your Classroom” 



Improve Teacher Practice 
Washington DC and Kettle Moraine Schools in California Rethinks Teacher 
Development 

•  Earing micro-credentials 
•  Teacher Innovation 
•  Increased transparency  
•  Increasing transferable 

 



Gamify It Right Now 
Punch Cards Improve Class Culture 

•  Give each student a behavior Punch Card 
•  Studenst earn a punch with a good deed 

(Ex: share a pencil, uses kind words, 
encourages a classmate, completes a day 
with zero incidents, consistently completes 
tasks and or flows directions….) 

•  Students earn up to 5 punches per day 
•  Students with 16+ punches by Friday 12PM, 

earns independent play time, a movie 
watching or some other incentive. 

Increase Student Achievement with Ribbons 

•  Subscribe you school to StudyIsland.com 
•  Some technical setup will be required 
•  Student Computers and Internet are needed 
•  Set score cut off for your desired subjects. (Ex: 

80% or higher to earn a ribbon) 
•  Student earn ribbons in each subject areas 
•  Set a competition start and end date  
•  Set a ribbon goal (ex: this could be tiered) 
•  Student that reach set goals, earn a reward  



Future Research 
The agenda for future research recommends adopting a more in depth technological approach in 

Gamification in the K-12 classrooms and lifelong learning. “The global market for mobile games continues 

to grow – Newzoo predicts the mobile segment of the video game industry will generate $30.3 billions by 

2015– as does the market for educational games, which may reach nearly $3 billions  by 2017. But more 

importantly, research suggests that when students treat learning like a game, they learn faster and retain 

more”.20 

 

 

 

 
 

20  Oaks  J. ( 2015, June 29) Retrieved from Gamification in K-12 Education: Brain Growth, Tenacity, & Rising to the Challenge 

http://www.emergingedtech.com/2015/06/gamification-k-12-education-brain-growth-tenacity 



Future Research 
•  The future of K-12  classrooms  will  increasingly  rely   

on  web-based  tools  and  devices  to  ensure  efficient   

and  effective  student  and  teacher  collaboration  and   

interaction.  

•  Research suggests that the K-12 classroom of the future  

will be designed to ensure connected and collaborative learning  

options.21 
•  Computer software, communication devices in the special  

education classrooms assist students to meet their needs.22   

•  Beneficial for child and teacher relationship, cognitive development and lessen disruptive behavior.23 
21 Oaks  J. ( 2015, June 29) Retrieved from Gamification in K-12 Education: Brain Growth, Tenacity, & Rising to the Challenge 

http://www.emergingedtech.com/2015/06/gamification-k-12-education-brain-growth-tenacity/ 

22 ( 2012, May 2012) Retrieved from The Future of Gamification  http://www.pewinternet.org/2012/05/18/the-future-of-gamification-2/ 

23  Walsh K. (2015 December 5)  Retrieved from 8 Research Findings Supporting the Benefits of Gamification in Education 
http://www.emergingedtech.com/2012/12/8-research-findings-supporting-the-benefits-of-gamification-in-education/ 

 

 

 

                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 



Gamification: Special Education  
 

•  Gamification approach benefits the special  
education classroom,  motivates students,  
individualize instructions,  
increases social communication and  
equalizes education.24 

 

 

 
24 Saxena  S.  (2014, January 5)  Integrating Technology in  special education  Retrieved from. http://edtechreview.in/news/855-integrating-technology-in-a-special-education-classroom 

 


